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at various points in newly developed western districts was an astounding revelation of American enterprise.
Conformably to the excellent regulations of the Interstate Commerce Commission, no free transportation was allowed us by the railroads, but the railroad officials in all parts of the country were untiring in their care of our comfort and in giving us the best of facilities for stops at many desired points. I recall with special satisfaction the reply of one official, when I laid certain plans before him: "If we can't do it in one way, we will do it in another"; and he was as good as his word. Expert officials, well acquainted with their lines, were usually detailed to accompany us; they often added a "business car" to our special train, in which much hospitality, entertainment and information were offered to our members. This made an excellent impression on our visitors from abroad, who in their geographical excursions in Europe had not been accustomed to such manifestations of intelligent interest on the part of railroad officials.
The members of the party, who enjoyed the excellent equipment and the material comforts with which our special train was provided, may well have imagined that much care was given to planning every detail before we started; but they cannot be expected to know how warmly my efforts had been supported by all others concerned. From the United States Geological Survey, the Forest Service, the Lake Survey, the Mississippi River Commission and various state surveys we had the loan or gift of a large number of reports and maps, as well as personal attention from their officers; from various universities, the promise of cordial reception; from Ginn and Company, publishers, the printing of our Guide-Book at their cost, under pressure following delay in its preparation; from nearly every American member, copies of his geographical publications for our train library; from those Americans who constituted the staff of the excursion, the most loyal support beforehand and the most faithful performance during the journey. The Pnllmgn Company arranged to supply us with cars of the special pattern that we needed, and all participants will remember how much enjoyment we had from the two observation parlors, one in the middle car, one in the rear car; the same company moreover agreed to serve without extra charge a light afternoon tea. Our members will recall with satisfaction the safeguard of good health

